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-‘INT&XXJCTION . . if,;. i.8 : 
: \ : G 

1.. In hi.8 nctco A/CN.3/12 and Add.1 the Scorci;or~~Genor~l’rogrcduccd i;h 
l 

stistantive portions of twenty-one replies reoeivqd from.Gcvernmef@e of Statetes 
Kemhere of the United Nation0 or members of the 8pccialized agencies to hio 
communication of 3 May 1960 concerninS the Hague Convention of 1955 on the Law 
Applicable to International Sale of Goods. The present addendum reproduces the 
substantive portions of two additional replies which have been received since the 
circulation of docun,nt A/CN&12/Add .l. 
2. Pursuant to the request of the L/ Commission the SecretaryrOeneral transmitted 
the text of the above-nentionad replieo to the Hague Conference on Private 
International Law for comments. ‘The comments received from the Secretary-General 
of tke .Uague Conference are reproduced in the present addendum. 
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* . .  

u Report of the United Nations Commistrion on International Trade Law on the vork 
of its first session, Official Records of tht General Assemblv, !VwenA- 
third ?%ssion, Supplement NO. 16 (~/7216), para. 17 C, p. 20. 
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A/CN.3/12/Add.2 ‘. .. 
English 
lb@ 3 

TED OF REPLIES- BY STATES 

&iginal: lkencd 
i 31 Cecembor 1968 

Laos does not interul to accede to the Convention on the Law Applicable to 

International Sa3es of Qoods~ formulated by the Hsgue Conference on Private 
Internaiil.Ona3 Law in 1955. 

. . . 

The United State:tj did not participate in the Corit‘erence which drafted the 
Convention on the Law Applicable to the International Sale of Cocds of 1955. The : : 
Converition is designed to serve the useful purpose of clarifying choice of law 

‘- problem with respect to international sales. 
.Our review .of .the. Convention resulted in. the conclusion that it has certain 

aspects which detract from its over-all acceptability. For example, it is . . 

- questionable whether an adequate solution has been worked out with. respect to 
the baLaming of interests a6 between buyer aud seller. 

The United States recognises that the rules contained in the Convention 
have becous law in a number Of States ,fn Europe. Cn the other hand, ‘there is 

opposition to the Convention in other States, which has undoubtedly contribute+ .. 

to the nine-yet&r period that passed before sufficient ratifications were received 

. to bring it into force,. 
Since the entry into force of the Convention there has not .been s-ufficient ‘. , 

experience ,accum@.ated with .resFect to the ,~effects of its operaticn’to permit 
J. 

.: 
a judgement on its over-all, efficacy Y .:The United States, .therefore, has no ., , 
present .intentidn of adhering to the Copve&ioa .and reserves its position as to. ., 
the ccurse of action which it may ultimately adopt. 

/ . . . 
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CCWENTS BY TRE SECRl%TARY-GENERAL ‘OF TBE IEAGUE C~NFEREKCE ON 
PRIVATE INTERNAT;OXAL LAW 

. . 
Comer&s of 3 January- 1969 

... 
I. fjiriginal : FrenciJ 

1. Preliminary comment: 

. . 

By letter dated 27 December 1968, certain comments relating to the positions 
taken by fourteen Governments were transmitted to the Permanent Bureau of the 
Conference; the Bureau wae given ten days in whic:r to formulate its commenk-3; of 
those ten dsys, five were not working days. .Consequently, the following review 

is necessarily very limited in scope and can offer only a’sitirplified outline of 
some of the main considerations. The discussions which may take place at the 

second session of UIWSTRAL should, if they are to deal with the matter thoroughly, 
cover a number of points not mentioned below. 

2. General cement : 
.The Permanent Bureau notes with satisfaction the .favourable attitude shown 

by Colombia, Hungary and Spain towards the Hague Convention of 1955 on the Law 
Applicable to International Sales of Goods (hereinafter referred to as the 

Conflict of Laws Convention). It believes that it .can perform a useful service 

by examining more closely here some of the arguments against the ‘Convention put 
.. forward by other countries. ” ” -. 

First of all, it should be emphasised that any mltilateral or, as in the 
case of the Conflict of Laws Co.nvention universal rule of conflict must be of a 
neutral character.. The rules of conflict are based on the theory that all legal 
systems have equal status and that , in cases where the interests of two parties * 
are at variance, each ‘party being subject to a different code of law, justke 

requires that the law which is to govern their legal relations should be .‘. .- :. I. 
determined-t 

: ..’ . 

Another reason for this neutrality is that, if in certain cases the rule 
: ;. 

..of conflict prescribes the application of a foreign law,, the reverse will .‘,’ .’ 
automatically .‘hold good for the other party in comparable cases, where the same 
rule will result in the application of lex fori. * 

* Sometill;es even the authority of the law of a third State 4.11 be recognised. 

/ . . . 
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The main justifioation for a multilateral rule of conflfct, howeveF,lis -the .: 
certdnty of the .law +lch it .provides. Whet1E.r a co86 ,is .brought befog ; the, court8 

of one Contracting Party to the Conflict of Laws Convention, or before !hooe ,Of 
,the other, the rights and .obligatio~s of -the J%rties will .be gov?rz?@ by :thi,‘. . . 
sa* natiqnd. law. Thus, any reason. for engaging in “forum shoppi+” .- seekiJ%. 
a sylnpathetic jurisdiction - ceases to exist. . ,, 

3. Relationship to the Uniform Law regarding the sale of gOOdi3: 
. . Some Governments have expressed the opinion *hat .the Hague Conflict, ,of .Laws 

Convention is inccmpu-l;iblc with their signing the Convention relating to a 
Uniform Law, of 1964, (hereinsfter referred to as the Uniform Law Ccnvention), 
article 2 of which purports to abolish “pri.%+e international lawj’. 

,It is necessary for this rea?on to, Graw attention .to. a disturbing aspect 9. 
of the aforementioned article 2, namely, that - *s@.ess .its effect is mitigat;ed ,-, 

by recourse to one of the reservations contained in articles III, IV and V of 
tl:: 164 Convention .(to which the Uniform Lax?. itself .is .sn .awex) - It will, .:I. -, 
intensify the antagonism .between. States which adhere to the Uniform, Law. a@ ’ ;. 
those which, fGr whatever reason, reject the Uniform Law.Conventi,on. 

If, or course, the Uniform Law was adopted in all.cour+tries of the world, 
.‘the rules of .conflict - rind tt;e Hsue Conve~ti?n.o~ 1955 - would beco? almost 
entirely pointless 3 This is not the case, hwevcr, and it :cannot be hoGed. that :.s 
the Uniform Law will. be. accepte$ without subsequeM altert?@n in.$he great I. ‘. 

majority of countries. At be& Y and we ahi+. .limit ourselves to co~s+%+.n& ,:- ” 
this optimum, since the arguments that hal{e been put forward will apply,,e:en: 
more strongly if some major States co$nue to be categorically opposed to %he .,..I ~” 

Uniform Law - it $,a to, be expedted, ju!ging from what,,lexperience.,has taught ,us I 
with regard :to unific,ation, thaq sevea+decades tlill elapse @efoie. @+&I& e+l ‘. 

St+es have .ratified or .?cce@ed $0 the ,U~iforrn,.Latr~C~nventign. ., , ,.- : ,,,. . . ; :. I’ <‘:I. 
.: . . . : .: .: 

Q For- the sake of brevity I am omitting any mention of those aspects of .the sales 
of goods which are not covered by the Uniform Law> and slso conflicts df .-. 
interpretatiol?., which d.11 s’iiil need to be settled (cf. the jtigeuent .in the 

-Hocke .case, wh?re the Court of Cassation, Paris, ruled that the German . . ‘.. 
interpretation of the text of a co:lvention was applicable; 4 March 1963, ‘Revue 
critique, p. 264). It seems that the rules of conflict will in any event- 
codinue to be of importance in all such matters. 

I . . . 
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0 .' ; .During thf3t pericd the world will be divided into-two camps, .one applying 
s_ the Uniform Law to all -international salee, the dher applying it ati foreign law 

odly .if its rules of conflict so Irescribe. Thehe’rigitity impoeed by article 2 on 

_I t49, courte of “$ti fi++st group ‘of countries meant that ‘those courts will, never - 
except ‘in case6 -where the parties to tht;hr, coaizaot have expressly or implicitly 
a&reed to exclude it - bg able to apply any Law other than the Uniform Law. 

Article 2 will have the effect of imposing this Uniform Law on the business 

peopJ.e of countries that have not &opted it) even though it had been rejected or 
not yet adopted. by their legislatora ‘All trade between States which have aaopteti 

’ the Uniform Law and those which have not adopted it will be subject to an 
undesirable legal dichototw: if, in the event of a dispute, ‘one of the parties 

brings its .ac+io?l in the Uniform Law country, that law will apply. Tf, on the 
.&her hand, It has recourse to the court of the country which is not a Party ‘. 

” to the Convention, the law indicated by the rule of conflict of that State will 

1. aply l In these circumstancea, “forum shopping” can flourish unchecked. 

Thi8 conclusion shows huw peculiar the proposed article 2 is. It appears 
that ,the philosophy underlying it is hindering the entry intp force of the 

.. ‘Convention. It ie significant that’the Convention itself offers no less than 
three opport*ties - articles III3 .J.v ma v - of destroying the very foundations 
of article 2. .This puggests to u8 that any revision of the Uniform Law should be 
aircea ‘first and foremost at that article. If it was abolisheed, the .happy result 

. . 
wzuX be that8 during the transitional decades - in the course of which, ’ li 

'incidentally, ‘so~.amendme~tts to the Uniform Law might cause a considerable " 
" ', , expansion of the group of.States adhering to the Uniform Law - there would be . . 

’ continued recognition of the fact that an alien, brought up and living under “. . 
foreign Law8, .ie entitled .to have his own laws respected.- within the bounds of 

“-the dies of cod3.ict ~.when.he enters int;! ‘relations with business,people subject 
to p&her .legaJ. systems. .- _. 

..t’f... .F.. )Ci?e.prob3em tp@i.has‘been.pqi+ted okabove remains'@e same if the'uniform. 
5 ~,S&aw.3.s v-lew&,as an expPi+ssion of the, former jue mer~atckm, “Here,'ae in the 

.wtter. of. inte.rpretatJon, $he point. at issue is whether the conclusions .ad.opted 
'in 1964 on the substance of the jus mercatorurn a??e,really true to the principle 
of it, and that is a question which each State has .the right to answer for itself. 

/ . . . 



The foregoing analysis was necessary in order to demonetrats the unsO.und 
reasoning behind the argument that States w even thos,e whiah adopt the Uniform Law ‘: 

would no longer need a unification of the rules of conflict, either now or for . . 
decades to come. :; I, 

It has been said on other occasions that. outright ratification of the Uniform 
Convention without limiting the effects of article 2.by any Of the -reservations ‘. 
provided for in article III, IV or V of %he parent Convention, was necessary if 
the successful application of the Unifor;n Law throughout the world was to be .’ 
accelerated. We continue to believe that the. result described above - namely, 
the negation of the rules designed to achieve a just apportionment of legislative 
competence - will have the opposite effect. It is our view that the needs of 
the world of comnrzce will, on the contrary, be best served by .a system of .-, ’ _ 
regulations combining the merits of both the Uniform Law and the Conflict of 
Laws Convention. ..< 

4. Future prospects: . . .,. 

hit may nevertheless. be wondered whether the Conflict of Laws Convention is the .’ 
best ,possible reflection of r’uhe state of positive law and doctrine as they exist .“I ! 
at the present time. .In this connexion, it should be pointed out that the 
1951 Conference, which adopted this Convention, took as the bas!,s of its work ’ 
a preliminsry.draft dating from 1931r and that its main concern was not to undo 
what had been arduously built up since studies had begun in 1924. Subsequently, 
the Conference displayed great caution - entirely for the same reason6 of prudence - : 

with regard to proposals for revision based on some very exhaugtive studies msde 
by one member Government. . . -.. .+ 

A future .revision of this convention by the Hague Conference, if approved 
: by the States Parties to the Convention, ccul&ur~oubtedly take account of new... 

1 . . 

trends in ‘private international. law with respect, for example, to the role of : ‘. 
commercial agent8 in the matter of determining applicable law and the effect of I 
the t?herea.bcuts.of the gocds; it could also draw a distinction, for the .purpose I ’ 
cf evaluating the effect of an arbitra:ion clause, ‘between those brenches .of trade , 

where ‘the courts decide questicns’ of substance. solely on.the basis of their domestic 
! law and those where it has already ‘become the practice of .the arbitral .courteJ a? ; ,.’ ; 

of the judicial tribunals, to decide which rule of conflict to follow and then to .. 
apply the law thus designated - i.e., either *heir own law or foreign law, 

/ . . . 
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: depending on the particular case.. To ccmplete the picture, menti.On may be Ir;;de 
?. here of the pcssible beziefitc. OS co-or3inating .sueh updating with any revision Of 

’ the Uniform Law that my be undertaken. 

..... 5. Hngl c0Wents : ‘. .il‘j I I 
Gne .f+naL comment is necessary to pu! the foregoing observations .in. 

I 
perspective. The Hague Conference is not, and does not wish to be, anything 
more than an expression of the will of its member Stat&. Its members include a 
number of Staten which are already bOund by the Conflict of Laws Convention; in 
addition, other .member States and non-members are preparing to.becow parties to 
that internatior&L instrument. The membership also includes supporters Of the 

Uniform &a~? who vant that text to enter into Sorce at the earliest possible date. 

That.is why the foregoing observations cannot claim to be an expression of the uill 
.of the members of the Conference; moreover, opinions sometimes differ even within 
one and the aanze State. 

The Permanent Bureau nevertheless felt obliged to draw attention to the 
effect that the system on whi.ch.arti.cle 2 of the Uniform Law is based would have 

on the contract most typical of international trade, which is the prime. 
responsibility of UNCITFW,. Tne Bureau, raalizing the importance to international 

trade of achieving unification of private law , deplores .the. fact that ,the school 

of thought opposed to solutions. of conflicts of laws, even for the transitional 
, period, msy ,jeOpardi?,e the success of a work to which generations of outstanding 

j$ists, have devoted their best ‘efforts. , ’ .: 
._.. ‘. 

: . . . .\ .:‘.I _. . ._. 
/. , 

’ Comments of 27 January 1962. 
-- ... 

1. ,. : :. . . _. ; .’ :, : ,.: 
I ,.. :: . . fj&igi+L: “.&en& 

:. 
‘ix One Government m&e .a very -gqX3d. adverse cement on .the. Hague Convention - 

..’ 
..I. cf. the .k?~ly by, Iran. Its commenkwas @at the Hague .Conventi.on .of 1955, in :, .- .. 

‘. .I. ,, : .-:. adopting as. ita .&. rule the ‘application of the Law- of the Vendor (th,at is, 
‘except in cases where the option to designate one domestic law. acceptable. to both. 
parties to the contract (art. 2) is exerckd) , allegedly favoured exporting 

countries # V!e believe that this comment could ueel"ullg be given closer 

condsleration, since it seems to us to call for clsrikication. 
/ . . . 



, ‘,- ~gw 9 ‘. 
When, in thie conteti, the wor&3 "exporting cOuntXieen are wa, they afu 

me&kl Ody thaii the Vtirrme of exports of such a country exceeds ita volun;e of ::’ 

import8. Even if, in reiatione between developing and indu&rQlized couutrief3, 
imports of induetriel product8 are not oi’fset by expo&3 of primary cotmnoditiee 
and agricuit-uai .prCdUcts,~ the effect a fear of which is expressed in the comment 
mentioned above could occ~u~only with respect to the margin rt3preaenting the 
difference betveen those two volumo~. 

Moreover, in the matter of unification of law, the first essential ie to 

seek ruleo which are equitable in themaelvea , and it would be dangerous to make 
the solutions to questions of private internation& law dependent on trmient 
economic conditions in the respeative nations. 

It should be added that every one of tkG domestic code6 of law which becortvz 

applicable under the 1%; Conventioneetablishes a balanae between the rights 
and obligations of the vendor on one hand and those of the buyer on the other. 
There is nothing to justify the contention - which is the heart of the argument - 
that the aome6tiO laws of the State6 Partiecs to the HEgue Conflict of Laws , 
Convent>on would generally PaVOUr the vendor more than the buyer. 

. 

Neverthelees, we agree that such a rule making international sales subject 

to the domestic ian of the vendor will, if applied to the economJr of a country 
as a whole, .alve some advantage tG those who do not have to take account of a -- 
foreign code of ian - in other words2 to exporters. -1 hile the import trade of the 

Y 
country in question WOUM suffer the ai8advdae;o of having to take account of 
a foreign code of law, that of their contracting partner. In view of the 

equivalence of domestic legislatione, howc%er, this disadvantage ie lergely * 

offset by the certainty of the law, which is the.inevitable rasult\of adherence 
to the 1955 Convention, in tnat the came rules of law will govern eny given 

commercial transaction in the countries primarily concerned and “forum shopping” 
wi3.J. not bring any advantage to the party engaging in it. 

We would reiterate, finally, that the saum result could have been achieved 
.+&rough th general adoption of a uniform law (see our comments of 3 Jesuary W69), 
prcrvidea, however, that such edoption w&8 truly general and took place Within a 
reeaonable time... It was because of the Conference% virtual certainty that euoh a 
reeult was not to be expected - in other words, that the general adoption- of a 
uniform ‘law wculd not be achieved unti!. the relatively distant future - that it felt 

that the firat esnential was to unify the rules of conflict. 


